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From: Trial Chamber VIII Communications
Sent: 11 August 2017 15:45
To:
Cc:

Subject:
(Reparations)

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Dear Colleagues,

The Single Judge grants the request.

Kind regards,

on behalf of the Chamber.

From: Ambach, Philipp
Sent: 11 August 2017 15:34
To: Trial Chamber VIII Communications

My apologies, the report subject to my previous email is ICC-01/12-01/15-214-Conf-AnxII-Red2.
Kind regards,
Philipp Ambach

From: Ambach, Philipp
Sent: 11 August 2017 15:31
To: Trial Chamber VIII Communications

Dear Trial Chamber VIII,

The VPRS is in the process of filing the public redacted versions of the expert reports of Mmes. Bennoune and Lostal
following the Chamber’s directions in its decision of yesterday (ICC-01/12-01/15-234-Conf). Regarding Me. Lostal’s
report, it transpires that this requires a mere reclassification from ‘confidential redacted’ to ‘public redacted’ while
no changes have to be applied to the document itself. The VPRS therefore hereby respectfully requests the Chamber
to reclassify Me. Lostal’s report (ICC-01/12-01/15-214-Conf-AnxII-Red) to ‘public redacted’.

Kind regards,
Philipp Ambach
Chief
VPRS
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From: Ambach, Philipp
Sent: 04 August 2017 17:30
To: Trial Chamber VIII Communications

Dear Trial Chamber VIII,

It transpires that also Me. Bennoune’s expert report is too large in MB size to send through via email. I therefore
kindly request your indulgence until this and the third report come through as a court filing.

Kind regards,
Philipp Ambach

From: Court Management-Court Records
Sent: 04 August 2017 17:07
To:
Subject: [eFiling Notification] Document submission - 45466

ECOS eFiling Notification

Dear Sir/Madam,

You have successfully uploaded your document(s) to the ECOS filing portal at 04/08/2017 17:07:23 ICC HQ time.
Your filing ID is 45466.

Title: Transmission of One Public Version and Two Confidential Versions of Experts’
Reports pursuant to the Trial Chamber’s Order of 11 July 2017
In the Situation in MLI Situation, in the case The Prosecutor v. Ahmad Al Faqi Al Mahdi

You will be notified when the filing has completed processing.

Regards
Court Management

From: Ambach, Philipp
Sent: 04 August 2017 17:21

Subject: RE: Request to TC VIII for modification of filing of 4 August in Al Mahdi (Reparations)

Dear Trial Chamber VIII,
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Further to the VPRS email request of 3 August below, please find attached a courtesy copy of the Registry’s
submission containing in annex the three reports of the Appointed Experts. One is being submitted in public
redacted version following the Chamber’s 11 July Order. The other two are
submitted in redacted albeit confidential version in view of the ‘Registry submission in relation to the Chamber’s
Order on Publicity of Case Record’ filed this afternoon 

Please note that the present email merely contains courtesy copies of the cover filing and one of the two
confidential reports (Ms. Lostal) due to the size (MB) of the reports. Ms. Bennoune’s report will follow via separate
email. Finally, the public redacted report of cannot be sent as an email due to its size;
it will be in your inbox as a CMS filing later tonight, providing remaining technical issues regarding the upload of the
filing (again due to its size) can be solved in time, otherwise on Monday morning.

Respectfully,
Philipp Ambach
Chief, VPRS

From: Ambach, Philipp
Sent: 03 August 2017 15:49
To: Trial Chamber VIII Communications

Subject: Request to TC VIII for modification of filing of 4 August in Al Mahdi (Reparations)

Dear Trial Chamber VIII,

Reference is made to the Chamber’s Order on Publicity of Case Record and more specifically the Chamber’s order
that the Appointed Experts file public redacted versions of their reports, in
consultation with the Registry, by 4 August 2017 (ICC-01/12-01/15-228 of 11 July). Importantly, the Chamber also
held that since the experts have now completed their mandate, it is at their discretion to decide whether they wish
to have their identity made public.

 the VPRS respectfully requests that its filing of 4 August will contain:

- One public annex with the common report of the experts in its public redacted
version  and
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- Two confidential annexes with the current versions of the redacted reports of the experts Bennoune and
Lostal (i.e. with the redactions accepted by these experts to date).

The VPRS will bring the aforesaid remaining contentious points on redactions to the Chamber’s attention as soon as
possible in order to file public redacted versions of the two remaining experts’ reports in the most timely fashion,
mindful of the nearing date of issuance of the reparations order.

It is therefore respectfully requested that the Chamber kindly consider the aforementioned way forward.

Respectfully,

Philipp Ambach
Chief, VPRS
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